CHUBB MASTERPIECE ®

Fine Art

Top Reasons to choose Chubb for Fine Art Insurance

Values Guaranteed. By listing each fine art item with a

Choice of Settlements. When a loss occurs, you can

specific value you know up front what Chubb will pay if a
covered loss occurs.

choose to replace or repair, or exercise a cash settlement
option.

Ease of Managing The Collection. Descriptions and

Breakage Coverage. Chubb automatically includes

values are not required for items under $50,000. You may
simply select a “blanket” coverage amount to cover these
smaller items.

breakage coverage for fragile articles with a Valuable
Article policy.

Newly Acquired Items. Chubb covers newly acquired

with insuring valuable articles ensures that we can create
customized solutions for you.

fine art that you may purchase while away from home.
Coverage is for 25% of itemized fine art schedule - for up
to 90 days.

Appraisal Threshold. Chubb does not require professional appraisals on fine art items under $250,000.

Fine Art Capabilities. Chubb’s extensive experience

Fine Art on Loan or Consignment. Chubb provides
coverage for fine art items on loan or consignment to you,
for up to 7 days, and with up to 25% of your existing
scheduled value for a maximum of $1,000,000 in value.

Market Value Protection. For items that are replaced
when lost or destroyed, Chubb will pay up to 150% of the
item’s coverage amount if the market value just before the
covered loss is greater than the coverage amount.

Contact your independent Chubb Broker to
obtain a Masterpiece ® quote today!

No Deductible. With a Valuable Articles policy, no
deductible is applied at the time of the loss.

Chubb Insurance Company of Canada
www.chubbinsurance.com

Chubb Creates Certainty.
This literature is descriptive only. Whether or not or to what extend a particular loss is covered depends on the facts and circumstances of the loss and the terms and conditions of the policy issued. Actual coverage is subject
to the language of the policies as issued. The information should not be relied on as legal advice or a definitive statement of the law in any jurisdiction. For such advice, an applicant, insured, listener or reader should consult
their own legal counsel. No liability is assumed by reason of the information contained herein.
CPI0913.

